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BUSINESS BENEFITS

- Improved coverage

- Improved clarity

- Remote monitoring and 

maintenance of system 

through IP linking 

THE CLIENT
The City of Boxborough is a small town in Massachusetts. They have a population of 
about 5,000 people and an area of 10 square miles. They provide 24/7 police and fire 
coverage, with a police force providing 13 full-time officers and a Fire Department with 
29 members, including a full-time chief, five full-time firefighters, and several part-time 
firefighters.

SITUATION

For many years, Boxborough Police and Fire dealt with older technology for their 
communications. It was unreliable and susceptible to failure. Chief Warren Ryder 
shared the following story about a particular communications failure that almost cost 
him his life:

?I had an unfortunate incident where a suspect tried to carjack me. He pulled a gun 
that he'd just stolen from a housebreak, and began to chase after me. As I returned 
fire, I called for backup ? screamed for backup ? but unfortunately the old radio 
system we had did not give me communications.?

Fortunately, Chief Ryder survived the incident safely, but the need for an updated 
communication system was clear.

RESPONSE

When it was time to install a new communications system, Boxborough had three 
major concerns. First, they wanted their new system to be open-standard so it could 
work with their existing portables and mobiles. Second, they needed a system that 
would be robust enough to handle environments that were not always optimal. Third, 
the solution needed to meet their coverage needs, provide a long-term solution, and 
still fit within their budget.
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Boxborough reached out to Harris-Tait dealer, ALL-COMM Technologies. The 
President of ALL-COMM, Paul Boudreau, came to Boxborough and analyzed their 
needs. He suggested a Tait powered solution from Harris. 

The Boxborough Fire Department selected an Analog Simulcast over IP system, while 
the Police Force chose a P25 LSM Simulcast system. Both systems could run on the 
multi-platform Tait TB9400s. The Tait powered communication backbone was 
designed to provide coverage over the difficult topography of the region and for 
portables and mobiles from different vendors.

OUTCOMES

The new system has provided several benefits to Boxborough Police and Fire, as well 
as the community of Boxborough. First, the officers have communications they can 
rely on. They know that dispatch will hear them, and that they will receive 
communications from others. Not only does this enhance safety for officers, but it has 
improved response times for local and mutual aid calls. Dispatch is able to give clear 
directions, accurate arrival times, and keep people connected.

Second, audio clarity has increased dramatically. When Boxborough listens to the radio 
communications of their neighboring agencies using older analog equipment, they 
realize they?ve become ?spoiled.? As Chief Ryder said, ?our ears have become so 
accustomed to the clarity of the Tait system that listening to an analog channel now, 
it's difficult. It's kind of like going from high definition television to a black and white 
antenna reception?.

Third, the ability to monitor and manage their system remotely has been a huge 
improvement from both a safety and productivity standpoint. With the old system, they 
had no idea there was a problem until communications were lost, and then they had to 
start searching to find the cause of the problem. With the new IP connected system, 
Chief Ryder can log in with his computer and check on the health of the network. If 
there is a potential issue, they know about it and can fix it early, before 
communications are lost for the officers. 

Tait International Limited facilities are certified for ISO 9001:2015 (Quality Management System), ISO 14001:2015 
(Environmental Management System) and BS OHSAS 18001:2007 (Occupational Health and Safety Management 
System) for aspects associated with the design, manufacture and distribution of radio communications and control 
equipment, systems and services. In addition, all our Regional Head Offices are certified to ISO 9001.

?At the end of the day, what's 
most important is the lives 
and safety of not only the 
employees, but the people we 
serve. Now we know, without 
a doubt, that our 
communications are going 
out fully and all messages are 
being received. It's a great 
system.?
Chief Warren Ryder

Boxborough Police

?One major benefit is just 
being able to hear. There 
were times that we'd be in 
buildings and we'd always 
have to go to a window for to 
make it clearer, now we can 
pretty much be in the center 
of the building and we're 
getting back out to the 
receivers.?
Captain Shawn Gray

Boxborough Fire Department
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